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Foreword

In this context, the concept of 
"Smart city" promotes the transition 
to a more efficient urban 
development model, offering 
technically and financially feasible 
solutions that are adapted to the 
local context and global challenges.

To path towards smart cities of the 
future is closely related to the 
development of cities’ digital 
maturity. 

Digital technology should however 
not become an end in itself but 
remain a series of appropriate tools 
serving the enhancement of 
population’s living condition, the 
optimization of governance, the 
mitigation of risks. More generally, it 
shall contribute to the achievement 
of the 17 United Nations 
Sustainable Development Goals 
(SDG).

The exponential increase of urban 
population raises extensive 
questions on how to meet the 
growing expectations of African 
cities’ inhabitants. 

With current crisis, such as the 
Covid-19 outbreak, the pressure 
on natural resources and the 
global warming,  this 
phenomenon expands and can be 
observed not only in the largest 
African metropolises, but also in 
secondary cities on the verge of 
rural areas.

African cities face tremendous 
challenges to absorb growth, 
improve quality of life and 
economic value creation while 
developing a more sustainable, 
inclusive and resilient model.

The present Barometer was 
designed as part of Deloitte’s 
support to the Pan-African 
Organisation of United Cities 
and Local Governments of 
Africa (UCLG Africa) in the 
framework of the 9th edition of 
the Africities Summit, in 
Kisumu, Kenya, from 17th to 
21st May 2022

This Barometer aims at 
proposing an African city digital 
maturity assessment 
methodology based on a series 
of simple indicators and 
applied to a first set of 4 pilot 
cities.

Adama Aristide Ouattara
Partner, Risk Advisory Leader 
Deloitte Francophone Africa

Digital maturity as major step in pathway towards achieving smart African cities

Bertrand Sainte-Marie
Partner, Smart city Engineer
B4
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Approach and alignment with international standards
Building on the high ambitions set in the SDG, the Paris 
Agreement on Climate Change and its own Ten-Year 
Strategy, the African Development Bank supports inclusive 
growth and the transition to green growth by focusing on 
five priority areas, referred to as the High 5s :

 Light up & power Africa

 Feed Africa

 Industrialize Africa

 Integrate Africa

 Improve the quality of life for the people of Africa

In order to ensure our Barometer’s relevance for African cities and compliance with international standards, we have articulated our analysis around 4 
main topics, that encompass and intersect with the African Development Bank High 5s and with the UCLG Africa.

 Digital infrastructures for smart cities

 Governance and urban administration for smart cities

 Smart cities for inclusion 

 Smart cities for economic value creation 

Adapting the High 5s to the specific challenges and key 
functions of Cities and Local Government, the UCLG Africa 
set the following 5 pillars :

 Feed the city

 Build the city

 Provide basic services to the city

 Ensure city’s infrastructures maintenance

 Administrate the city
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Digital infrastructure for smart cities 
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1 2 3

• Informal settlements

• Access to electricity

• Access to water

• Public transport

• Public lighting

• Waste collection

Existence of basic 
infrastructures and their 
potential need for 
improvements 
Enabling urban populations to live 
with the services of the city: 

Communication tools as the main 
marker of the city’s digitalization 
Ensuring a connection between people 
through the phone or internet via: 

• Mobile network penetration 
rate 

• Presence of a fiber optic 
network

• Number of subscriptions to a 
fixed broadband network

Sensors or measuring 
instruments
Having a better knowledge 
of the service and uses in 
order to improve 
management: 

• Energy management / 
renewable energy / smart grid

• Smart meter

• Digitalisation of public 
transport

Our barometer takes into account key indicators shaping the city at its core
Digital infrastructures for smart cities
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Governance and urban administration for smart cities
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Digital technology at the service of city administration
Setting up media and tools to anticipate: 
• Urban planning
• Risk Management Plan

Digital technology offers local 
authorities the opportunity to set up 

monitoring tools and action 
strategies

Monitoring strategies

Managing urban spaces

Modelling, forecasting and anticipating the risk

4

5
Thanks to  the GIS  tools (geographic 

information science), digital technology plays a 
crucial role  in the management of space , land, 

existing infrastructures and allows

Modelling and warning systems contribute to risk management by characterizing 
the vulnerability of territories according to potential hazards: 

Applications
Facilitate and make administrative tasks more reliable:
• Official website of the city
• Digital training of city agents in digital tools
• Applications dedicated to E-procurement: city management
• E-governance: dematerialized service proposal

Governance and urban administration for smart cities
The barometer also includes the ability to structure efficiently the city’s governance
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Smart cities for inclusion
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Digital tools can ease communication
Offering a fast and efficient service
• Open free wifi
• Mobile application for transport (time, 

route, ticket purchase)
• Mobile application (for taxis, delivery 

etc....)

Sharing data allows a better inclusion
Enabling urban populations to know the 
information of the city in which they live: 
• Open data
• Establishment of a digital consultation 

platform

6

7

8

Trainings to the tech and IT jobs
Allowing the local population to access 
new jobs related to the digital: 
• Training schools

Smart cities for inclusion
The barometer adresses the way smart cities can benefit their population
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Smart cities for economic value creation
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9

Amount of Tech and 
IT jobs created

Facilities set up to promote the 
creation and installation of 

companies: shared workspaces, 
business incubators, etc.

Increase of the 
number of start-ups

Digital in 
agriculture: 

classification of 
agricultural land 
on a dedicated 

platform

Smart cities for economic value creation
The barometer measures the ability to deliver reliable and efficient services for economic development
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Use cases
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Use cases
Summary of our barometer’s key indicators

7

8

1 Basic digital infrastructures

2 Communication 
infrastructures

3 Digitalization of energy and 
transports

4

56

9

Urban Planning

eGovernance
Open data

Digital services

Digital education

Digital economy

Smart cities for economic
value creation

Smart cities
for inclusion

Digital infrastructures for 
Smart cities

Governance and 
urban
administration 
for Smart cities
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1

2

3

4
Country: Rwanda 

Population: 859 332 inhabitants

Size: 730 km2 (280 sq mi)

Density: 1 552/km2 (4,020/sq mi)

Country: Kenya

Population : 344 487 inhabitants

Size : 297 km2 (115 sq mi)

Density: 460/km2

Kisumu

Kigali

Accra
Country: Ghana

Population: 2 263 785 inhabitants 

Size: 173 km2 (67 sq mi)

Density: 3 700 hab./km²

Nairobi
Country: Kenya

Population: 4 397 073 inhabitants

Size: 696 km 2 (269 sq mi): 

Density: 6,317.6/km2 (16,363/sq mi)

Use cases
Pilot test on a sample of 4 African cities
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KISUMU NAIROBI ACCRA KIGALI

Use cases
First results from 4 African cities
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Room for 
improvements

The topic is not covered or 
<25% in the case of a 
percentage result

-1 0 1

Three grades system based on the data available:

2 main goals:

1. Produce a simple, easily understandable and concise document, that is why all 4 areas of 
interests are assessed independently) 

2. Provide a unique reading grid summing up the current situation and the needs for 
improvements to reach the city’s goals (rather than comparing cities with one another)

Neutral
Community dynamics: an 
action plan is in place or 
the action is in progress or 
between 25% and 75% in 
the case of a percentage 
result 

Good

The actions are 
accomplished or >75% in 
the case of a percentage 
result

Methodology acknowledgements
Our ranking system and sources 

Sources:

• Main source: Citiiq.com

• Professional developpers: OECD

• Universities: Webotronics.info, 

Consejo Superior de Investigaciones 

Científicas

• Transportation: Mobilité et accès à la 

ville en Afrique subsaharienne, L. DIAZ 

OLVERA  & D. PLAT – University

Lumière Lyon 2

• Egovernance: UN E-Government 

Database
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Basic infrastructures Communication infrastructures Digitalization in energy and 
transportation

Digital economy

A barometer with 9 key areas of 
interests and a unique 
methodology of evaluation 

Urban Planning eGovernance Open data and inclusion

Digital services Digital education

Wrap-up
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